
New Steel Brushes (SB) are now available! Header card is attached 
for easy merchandising.    

The individual brushes can be attached to a regular drill to make  
the hole cleaning fast and effective.   
   
If an SDS+ hammer drill is used, please order the new item  ESDS-38  
with a 12” useable extension and the SDS+ adaptor. This item works 
for all hole sizes except 7/16” diameter. 

If a drill can not be used for hole cleaning, order the EHAN-38 (with 
a 12” useable extension) for manual hole cleaning.

NOTE: When using the steel brush in a drill or SDS+ Hammer Drill, please 
reduce down a brush size for longer brush life”. Example: Holes drilled to 

use a 1/2” diameter anchor and the new  
Red Head steel brush will be used in a drill to 
clean the hole, use the steel brush part #SB-038. 
If holes cleaned by hand, use the SB-012.

Steel Brushes to support 
AC308 hole cleaning
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The SB brushes replace the 
previous BW wire brushes.

EHAN-38
12” Extension 
with T-Handle

ESDS-38  
12” Extension with  
SDS+ Adaptor  
(Brush not included)
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NEW  
PArT NO. 

ANcHOr  
DiA. (iN.) rEBAr DriLL BiT  

DiA. (iN.)
BrUSH  

DiA. (iN.)
SB-038 3/8 #3 7/16 5/8
SB-012 1/2 — 9/16 3/4
SB-058 5/8 #5 3/4 1
SB-034 3/4 #6 7/8 1-1/4
SB-078 7/8 #7 1 1-1/2
SB-010 1 — 1-1/8 1-5/8
SB-125 1-1/4 #8 1-3/8 1-3/4
NEW  

PArT NO. 
DEScriPTiON 

(Extensions come without brushes)

ESDS-38 Steel brush 12” usable extension with SDS+ adaptor 
EHAN-38 Steel brush 12” usable extension with T-Handle

*  NOTE: Brushes are still priced each but sold in quantities of 4.
*  Proper hole cleaning using a wire brush is essential to achieve optimum performance.  
 Brush may be used up to 50 holes depending on concrete strength.   
 Brushes required for installation of No. 4, No. 9 rebar, and larger are available with lead time.

 


